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The Document Template Creator 6 is a program to
develop custom creation documents and templates. The
Document Template Creator is easy to use, reliable and
versatile. Features: Document templates: * Create
sophisticated document templates using versatile
functions of the Document Template Creator. * Use all
fields from tables. Fields with optional values:
Checkboxes, TextFields, RichTextFields, Dates,
CheckBoxes, ComboBoxes and Lists. * Insert the DOC or
DOCX file as the text to be printed or as a set of HTML
codes for a detailed preview. * Generate single pages or
entire reports in any combination with the special
functions. * Set the printing options (quick print, double-
sided, booklet and booklet size). * Arrange the text fields
on the page or print only some of them. * Use the page
layout (left, centre, right and full page border). * Specify
the type of the background, page or paper. * Configure
the standard options of the top margin. * Print the whole
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document, page by page or only part of it. * Print a table
of contents with links to the individual pages. * Add data
labels to the data columns. Print Dialog: * Add data
labels to the data columns. * Print with or without
annotation. * Configure the page arrangement and print
options. * Define the number of pages and the number of
copies. This application is compatible with Microsoft®
Windows® XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7. It
contains a Demo version which allows you to test all the
features in details. Once purchased the Windows®
version of the program, the Demo version can be deleted
from the computer. At PROUD WHITE PDF we
encourage you to check if you have a PDF version of the
Document Template Creator 6? Download the free demo
version. You may not find a free trial version, but you
may find a trial version of Document Templates Creator
6 on other sites that offer freeware. For example, you
can download Acrobat Reader Extended from the
Adobe.com site. The free Acrobat Reader Extended
offers you with the ability to download the PDF file of
the TFIN20 1 EN Col62 Fv Part A4 NW pdf you found at
this page and view it with the help of the "Acrobat
Reader Extended". The drawback is that the trial version
is limited to 60 days.
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